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Traditional Academic values
First computer literate generation
We have the entire world in front of us...
Getting information off the internet is like taking a drink from a fire hydrant

Mitchell Kapor
“...lacking the skills required to effectively and efficiently complete undergraduate course work.”

“...very poor information literacy skills among participants.”
Technicalities such as citation techniques and literature searches do not seem to match the problems.
“To develop critical thinking and higher order conceptual reasoning and analytical skills.”

“To promote mastery of a discipline.”

“To broaden intellectual and cultural interests.”

“To prepare graduate to professional and vocational work.”
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**Referansegenerator**


**Velg type**

- Bok
- Registret bok
- Kapittel i registret bok
- Artikel i vitenskaplig tidsskrift
- Konferansebok (trykt)
- Konferansebok (online)
- Master/doktorarbeid
- Tidsskrift (handskrift)
- Offisiell publikasjon
- Avhandelse (online, som fører)
- Avhandelse (online, med fo (ate))

**Velg stil**

- APA
- Harvard
- Vancouver

Dette kan du bruke i tekstene

- Stil skal der refe referen
- Stil skal der in referaner
Learning situation at the university level
Why People Fail to Recognize Their Own Incompetence

David Dunning, Kerri Johnson, Joyce Ehrlinger and Justin Kruger

Department of Psychology, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York (D.D., K.J., and J.E.), and Department of Psychology, University of Illinois, Champaign-Urbana, Illinois (J.K.)
The Lord of the Rings - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
The Lord of the Rings is a epic high fantasy novel written by English author J. R. R. Tolkien. The story began as a sequel to Tolkien's 1937 fantasy novel The ... Lord of the Rings Books - List of best-selling books - The Fellowship of the Ring

The Lord of the Rings (film series) - Wikipedia, the free ... en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Lord_of_the_Rings_(film_series) - Wikipedia
The Lord of the Rings is a film series consisting of three epic fantasy adventure ... The Fellowship of the Ring - The Two Towers - Bilbo Boyd - Special effects

The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring (2001 ... www.imdb.com/title/tt0120737 - Internet Movie Database
RATING: 8.8/10 - 946,792 votes
A meek hobbit of the Shire and eight companions set out on a journey to Mount Doom to destroy the One Ring and the dark lord Sauron.
Quotes - Trivia - (2001) Poster - Awards

The Lord of the Rings: The Return of the King (2003) - IMDb
www.imdb.com/title/tt0167260 - Internet Movie Database
Rating: 8.9/10 - 920,515 votes
Gandalf and Aragorn lead the World of Men against Sauron's army to draw his gaze from Frodo and Sam as they approach Mount Doom with the One Ring.

The Lord of the Rings: The Two Towers (2002) - IMDb
www.imdb.com/title/tt0167261 - Internet Movie Database
Rating: 8.9/10 - 828,614 votes
Frodo and Sam make closer to Mordor with the help of the shifts Gollum, the

See results about
The Lord of the Rings Novel by J. R. R. Tolkien
Published: July 29, 1954
Author: J. R. R. Tolkien

The Lord of the Rings (Film series)
Director: Peter Jackson
Characters: One Ring, Gandalf, Aragorn, Frodo Begins...

The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring (2001)
Release date: December 19, 2001 (USA)
Director: Peter Jackson

The Lord of the Rings: The Return of the King (2003 Film)
Release date: December 17, 2003 (USA)
Director: Peter Jackson

The Lord of the Rings: The Two Towers (2002 Film)
Release date: December 18, 2002 (USA)
Director: Peter Jackson
Search in scientific databases...

...ends up with no hits at all
BREAKING NEWS: BLOGGERS ARE NOT A RELIABLE SOURCE OF INFORMATION...

IN A RELATED STORY: NEITHER AM I.

SHIRLEY SHERROD SWEAR

24/7 NEWS
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good result: Did you have any
in persuading her to change
been a real success story; from
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Students overestimate their skills...
Number of disciplinary cases at our University peaked last year!
Pecha Kucha presentation (ECIL2014)
www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Gu7Z91GHaw

edX course (Norwegian test version)
edxtest.bibsys.no/courses/Result-UiT/IKOMP0010/2014_T3/about

Project information page
result.uit.no/ikomp
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